
Agents of Mayhem  
© 2017 Deep Silver
In order to stop LEGION and 
take back the world, the Agents of 
Mayhem will traverse a sprawling 

urban battlefield from the ground to the rooftops 
and team up as a super-agent collective to 
stop LEGION at any cost. Success is far from 
guaranteed and collateral damage will be 
substantial, but it’s all in a day’s work for the 
Agents. Rated M.
P4-DS170800 PlayStation 4 $60
X1-DS170800 Xbox One $60

Dead Alliance: Day 1  
© 2017 MaxiMuM GaMeS
Fifty years after the Zombie 
Apocalypse, former military bases 
have risen to prominence as the only 

surviving city-states. For those who live in the 
wasteland between these grounds, the only hope 
for a better life is to earn citizenship. Join a team 
of mercenary scavengers or play solo across 
diverse maps as you fight to gain control of 
opposing factions in this MOBA-inspired, team-
based FPS. Use zombies as a primary weapon 
against enemy teams, turning the savage walkers 
into gruesome armies of undead. Rated M.
P4-MX170801 PlayStation 4 $40
X1-MX170801 Xbox One $40

Everybody’s Golf
© 2017 Sony
Anybody can play golf with three 
simple button clicks. The wide 
variety of customization, unique 

game modes and newly added activities can 
deliver fun golfing experience for Hot Shot Golf 
fans and new players. Easy to play for anybody. 
The classic power gauge and three button click 
mechanic is easy to play for gamers and golfers 
alike. Variety of customization. With the most 
character customization options in franchise 
history, you can choose among a wide selection 
of clothing and gear. New activities. Fishing, 
karting and collecting items across the courses 
can deliver additional fun on the green. Rated E.
P4-SO170802 PlayStation 4 $40

F1 2017 
© 2017 Deep Silver
Win the 2017 World Championship, 
break every record in the fastest ever 
F1TM cars, and race some of the most 

iconic F1 cars of the last 30 years. With an even 
deeper ten year Career, more varied gameplay 
in the new ‘Championships’ mode, and a host 
of other new features, both online and offline, 
F1 2017 is the most complete and thrilling F1 
videogame ever. Rated E.
P4-DS170803 PlayStation 4 $60
X1-DS170803 Xbox One $60

Maybe it’s just me, but it seems like 
the summer is passing at the speed of 
light. Wasn’t it just Memorial Day? At 
this rate, I’d better get to sorting out my 
Thanksgiving menu.
 
There are plenty of video game titles 
coming out this month including some 
blockbusters: Madden NFL, F1, Mega 
Man, and Minecraft for Switch. The 
pallets are coming in and the boxes are 
going out. It’s a busy time, as our libraries 
plan their fall purchasing.
 
Please get in touch if you would like to set 
up a standing order or talk about security 
cases or custom packaging. My baby goes 
off to college at the end of the month, so 
send along your empty nest advice. I’m 
all ears!
 
Happy end of summer to everyone.

 

Molly Klise, President
Thomas Klise/Crimson Multimedia

Madden NFL 18
© 2017 electronic artS 
Madden NFL 18 takes a significant 
visual leap delivering the greatest 
looking Madden of all time with the 

power of the Frostbite engine. See stunning new 
stadium exteriors surrounded by vast cityscapes 
and watch the spectacle of NFL gameday come 
to life in the most photo realistic game to date. 
Rated E.
P4-EA170804 PlayStation 4 $60
X1-EA170804 Xbox One $60

Mario + Rabbids 
Kingdom Battle
© 2017 ubiSoft
The Mushroom Kingdom has been 
torn apart by a mysterious vortex, 
transporting the chaotic Rabbids 

into this once-peaceful land. To restore order, 
Mario, Luigi, Princess Peach, and Yoshi must 
team up with a whole new crew: four Rabbids 
heroes! Together, they will battle with weapons 
through four worlds filled with combat, 
puzzles, and unpredictable enemies. Rated E10.
SW-UB170805 Switch  $60

Mega Man Legacy 
Collection Volume 2
© 2017 capcoM
The legacy continues with this 
collection of four of the iconic blue 

bomber’s classic side-scrolling adventures, 
complete with all-new features and new ways 
to play these expansive games. A follow up to 
Mega Man Legacy Collection which contain the 
series’ original 8-bit titles, Mega Man Legacy 
Collection 2 spans the Evolution and retro 
revolution of the series! Rated E10.
P4-CP170806 PlayStation 4 $20
X1-CP170806 Xbox One $20

Minecraft: Story 
Mode - The Complete 
Adventure
© 2017 nintenDo   
Embark on a perilous quest across 
the Over world, to the End, and 

beyond. While at EnderCon in hopes of meeting 
Gabriel the Warrior, you and your friends 
discover that something is wrong. something 
dreadful. Terror is unleashed, and you must set 
out on a quest to find The Order of the Stone if 
you are to save your world from oblivion. With 
a team of friends at your side, and a troubled 
land in need of heroes, your decisions - what 
you say and do - drive the story around you, so 
choose wisely! Rated E10.
SW-ND170807 Switch  $40

Sign up to get this monthly 
newsletter via email! Go to: 
www.crimsoninc.com and click 
on “subscribe to our monthly 

e-newsletter.”



Warriors All-Stars
© 2017 KOEI
Warriors All-Stars begins in a 
mysterious land brought to the 
brink of destruction when a 

magical spring, the source of its power, dries 
up after its king’s passing. Following a legend 
that calls for the summoning of champions 
from other realms in times of dire need, the 
young princess Tamaki performs a ritual that 
goes horribly wrong when her powers spiral 
out of control, scattering the heroes across 
the domain. Emboldened to restore peace to 
the world, Tamaki must recruit the best and 
strongest among these visitors to revitalize the 
spring and crown the land’s savior as its new 
ruler. Rated T.
P4-KO170816 PlayStation 4 $60

White Day: A 
Labyrinth Named 
School
© 2017 pQube
Prepare yourself for the scariest 

game of the year! when a good deed goes awry 
you and your fellow students are Locked inside 
your school at night, hunted by a killer janitor 
and Haunted by the troubled souls of the 
dead. Can you remain hidden, solve the clues 
and uncover the dark secrets of the building’s 
past to survive the deadly threats? or will the 
after-class horror claim your life before you can 
escape? Rated T.
P4-PQ170817 PlayStation 4 $30

Yakuza Kiwami
© 2017 SeGa
In 2005, a legend was born on 
the PlayStation 2: the legend of 
Kazuma Kiryu, the Dragon of 

Dojima, in his video game debut with Yakuza. 
Now, 11 years later, a new generation of players 
will be able to experience the incomparable 
action and drama of the Yakuza series with 
the rebuilt-from-scratch HD remake: Yakuza 
Kiwami. Rated M.
P4-SE170818 PlayStation 4 $30

Zero Time Dilemma
© 2017 akSyS
Choice is your only method of 
salvation and your only means 
of escape. How much of your 

humanity will you sacrifice to earn your 
freedom? As a new age of ruin looms large 
on the horizon, you must make impossible 
decisions and weather unimaginable 
consequences as you straddle the line between 
absolution and damnation. Plan your escape. 
Rated M.
P4-AK170819 PlayStation 4 $40 

Pillars of Eternity: 
Complete Edition
© 2107 505 GaMeS
Pillars of Eternity, the ultimate role-
playing experience on PC, comes to 

Xbox One and PlayStation 4, this fall! Created 
by and for role-playing fans by Obsidian 
Entertainment, masters of the RPG genre, 
Pillars started as a Kickstarter project, where it 
shattered all funding goals and pulled in more 
than 75,000 backers. From there, it released to 
broad critical acclaim, won dozens of awards, 
and has been a fan favorite on the PC. Now, 
Paradox Arctic, in partnership with 505 Games, 
is bringing Pillars’ fantastical world, tactical 
combat, and unforgettable story to fans on a 
whole new platform. Rated M.
P4-FG170808 PlayStation 4 $50
X1-FG170808 Xbox One $50

Psychonauts: In the 
Rhombus of Ruin
© 2107 Sony
The story picks up exactly where 
it left off at the end of Psychonauts 

(2005) with Raz, Lili, Sasha, Milla, and Coach 
Oleander flying off to rescue Truman Zannotto, 
the Grand Head of the Psychonauts. Their 
mission takes them straight into the heart of the 
Rhombus of Ruin a mysterious part of the ocean 
as deadly as two Bermuda Triangles back to 
back! When the rescue party itself is kidnapped 
and held prisoner in the Rhombus, Raz is 
immobilized and must use only his psychic 
powers to reunite his friends, reveal the identity 
of the mysterious kidnapper, and free Truman 
before the madness of the Rhombus consumes 
all their minds. Rated E10.
PVR-SO170809 PlayStation 4VR $30

Redout
© 2017 505 GaMeS
Freakishly fast and 
uncompromising, Redout is 
designed to be as challenging and 
satisfying as the best games in the 

vertigo-soaked futuristic arcade racing genre. 
The carefully balanced controls and physics-
based driving models have been fine-tuned to 
deliver the ultimate in max-speed racing action. 
Each turn, slope and twist applies a unique 
force to your vehicle, and players can drift and 
pitch the ship to minimize friction, channeling 
those forces into even greater forward velocity. 
The carefully crafted courses combine the 
efficiency of low polygon structure with the 
eye candy of state-of-the-art shading, lighting 
and special-effects animation. The result? 
Breezy coastlines, eerie frozen landscapes and 
vast desert plains, all peppered with the flying 
sparks, electrical arcs and blazing exhaust of 
Redout racing intensity. Rated E.
P4-FG170811 PlayStation4 $40
SW-FG170811 Switch  $40
X1-FG170811 Xbox One $40

Shadow Tactics: Blades 
of the Shogun
© 2017 kalypSo MeDia
Shadow Tactics is a hardcore tactical 
stealth game set in Japan around 

the Edo period. Take control of a team of deadly 
specialists and sneak in the shadows between 
dozens of enemies. Choose your approach 
when infiltrating mighty castles, snowy 
mountain monasteries or hidden forest camps. 
Set traps, poison your opponents or completely 
avoid enemy contact. The group is composed of 
very different personalities. Working together 
as a team seems impossible at first. Yet over 
the course of many missions, trust is won and 
friendships are made as each character faces 
their own personal demons. Rated M.
P4-KM170812 PlayStation 4 $50
X1-KM170812 Xbox One $50

Sudden Strike 4
© 2017 kalypSo MeDia
Sudden Strike 4 sends you off on 
three extensive campaigns set 
amongst the battlefields of World 

War 2. Commanding the British and American, 
German or Soviet troops, you will lead over 
100 different units into battle like the German 
bomber Henkel He111, the Russian T-34 tank, 
the British Hawker Typhoon fighter plane and 
the notorious German VI Tiger. In a first for the 
Sudden Strike series, you can now choose from 
one of nine individual commanders, such as 
George Patton or Bernard Montgomery, who 
will each allow for different approaches to 
combat and boast unique abilities. Rated T.
P4-KM170813 PlayStation 4 $60

Troll and I
© 2017 MaxiMuM GaMeS
Deep in the Nordic wilderness, a 
young boy named Otto is forced to 
flee his home after a band of brutal 
hunters rip through his village in 

search of a mythical creature rumored to inhabit 
the forest. Now on the run for his life, Otto 
inadvertently finds and befriends the elusive 
creature being sought by the hunters. Thus 
begins the perilous adventure of Troll and Otto, 
two outcasts struggling to survive. Rated T.
SW-MX170814 Switch  $30

Uncharted: The Lost 
Legacy
© 2017 Sony
Venture deep into India’s Western 
Ghats as Chloe and Nadine recover 

an ancient artifact and fight their way through 
fierce opposition to prevent the region from 
falling into chaos. Rated T.
P4-SO170815 PlayStation 4 $40

Visit us on the web at
www.crimsoninc.com


